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DIGITAL BILLBOARD CONTENTS GUIDELINES & TIPS

A NEW era of Digital Advertising
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Introdution

Text, graphics and backgrounds will need good color contrast to look their best. This Art & Design
Guide will help point you in the right directions to maximize the potential of your MEGA LED 
sign. Creating effective messages for an electronic message center has enough differences from 
other mediums that we’ve decided to compile a handful of useful tips and tricks. This information 
should help minimize your time creating messages and maximize the time they’re on your sign.

MEGA LED realizes that not everyone is an artist nor does every business have access to a design 
firm for creating content for their sign. The time you have available to create content for your 
sign is most likely at a premium as well. The MEGA Creative Services department has assembled 
a selection of time-saving tips and tricks to help ensure your sign looks as good as possible as 
quickly as possible.

Maximize the Potential

Message Design Guidelines

GOOD BAD
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KEEP IT SIMPLE

KEEP IT BIG

KEEP IT CLEAN

The first step to creating an effective message for your sign 
is to keep the wording short and succinct. Avoid spelling out 
complete sentences. Don’t use eight words when four will do. 
Stick with short, simple words to maximize quick comprehension 
by passing motorists. A single message idea will read quicker and 
more easily than trying to combine multiple offers.

Typically your main audience consists of passing motorists 
traveling anywhere from 25 to 65 mph. Large text will allow 
motorists to see your message from a greater distance without 
pulling too much attention from their driving. If your text is too 
small, it will be too hard to read. Your key audience is then likely to 
disregard your messages entirely. Although your sign is capable 
of much smaller, it is a good idea to keep a 12” character in mind 
as a minimum for optimal viewing distances. Use multiple frames 
if your message won’t fit cleanly on one frame.

Avoid using thin fonts as well as most script fonts. The strokes are 
simply too thin to maintain legibility on an electronic sign. Stick 
with thick, heavy fonts to maximize readability. In the XM-player 
software, it is strongly recommended to keep the bold feature on 
and to use a black outline around all text when possible. Use all 
capital letters whenever possible. Capital letters use more pixels 
to create the letter which means they are typically much easier to 
read from a distance.

GOOD

GOOD SIZE
VISUALIZE
too much information
small letters
visual clutter

BAD

A
A

B
B C D E
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CONCISE TEXT

GOOD
Font Examples

BAD
Font Examples

Word choice is very important to enhance readability and comprehension of your message. 
Digital copy changes on LED displays are easier to make than on printed materials, such as 
newspaper ads. While printed  ads must have all the essential information in place, digital 
content can be more concise and flexible. LED signs can show  the same information in a series 
of messages.

Keep in mind that readers scan across and then down, reading text in blocks and not letter by 
letter or word by word. So for  quick comprehension, use a graphic and very limited text—no 
more than two or three elements.

› Simple design
› Thick stroke
› Easy to read

› Too ornate
› Thin stroke
› Unreadable 
  letter forms
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EFFECTIVE COLOR SCHEMES
High color contrast is a key ingredient to a successful message. Just like using large text and 
capital letters, the right color combination can make your message readable from a much 
greater distance. Refer to the samples below for many of the best text color vs. background 
color combinations for your electronic sign. As always, a black outline is recommended to help 
distinguish the text from its background.
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GET CREATIVE WITH RGB COLORS
Not sure where to start? Get creative with any of the RGB (red, green and blue) colors listed below. 
Choose these colors when building digital content/artwork/advertisements to take 
advantage of the full-color capabilities of your cutting-edge MEGA LED digital billboard. As 
you become more familiar with your LED display, you’ll discover other colors that look great, 
too. Instead of a solid background, enhance interest in your messages by using texture and 
gradients.

Digital mediums use three primary 
colors (also referred to as additive 
colors.) red, green and blue.
Computer monitors, TVs and LED 
displays emit color as RGB light. 
LED displays are built on the RGB 
platform.

Start with a red, green, and blue color space, also known as RGB, the standard in digital technology. This is the 
same mode as your TV or computer. Cyan, magenta, yellow and black, also known as CMYK, unlike RGB, are used 
for high-resolution printing. When creating content for digital signage, images MUST be created in RGB.

Print mediums typically use ink 
of four colors (also referred to as 
subtractive colors.): cyan, magenta, 
yellow, and key (black). Also known 
as process colors, CMYK uses a series 
of dots in the four colors to create 
images and colors. LED displays
DO NOT support this platform.

RGB? CMYK?
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MEGA CREATE TIPS!

LED displays are often compared to changeable copy boards.
Both communicate services or products to potential customers, but that’s where the similarities end.
Changeable copy boards use plastic letters ranging from 6”–12” fonts. Its message typically remains on the board  
for extended time periods. An LED display can show a variety of font sizes with messages changing every few 
seconds.

MEGA LED displays are technically capable of showing the maximum number of line(s) of similarly sized text  
as on a changeable copy board. However, technical capabilities do not necessarily result in the most effective 
content, as shown in the “what’s possible”  column above. Instead, create brief messages in a font size that fills 
the display, as the examples in the “what looks best” column. Whenever possible, view your display from the 
route your customers take. You should be able to understand each message in less than two seconds.

› ONE PICTURE IS WORTH!

› Don’t just look at your computer screen; check the message on the display itself.

› Import photos with smooth gradients without a lot of details. 

› Only show a portion or focal point of the image. 

› Change the size of an image or video to fit your display, and then crop. it to look better.

› Save final images at 72 dpi or greater.

WHAT’S
POSSIBLE

WHAT
LOOKS
BEST

VS.

16 x 128

48 x 96

48 x 112

48 x 176

YOur text goes here YOur text 
goes here YOur text goes HERE This is your text

This is
your text

This is
your text

This is
your text

YOur text goes here YOur 
text goes here YOur text 
goes HERE YOur text goes 
here YOur text goes here 
YOur text goes here YOur 
text goes here your text

YOur text goes here YOur 
text goes here YOur text 
goes HERE YOur text goes 
here YOur text goes here 
YOur text goes here YOur 
text goes here your text

YOur text goes here YOur text goes here YOur 
text goes HERE YOur text goes here YOur text 
goes here YOur text goes here YOur text goes 
here your text YOur text goes here YOur text 
goes here YOur text goes here YOur text goes 
here YOur text goes here YOur text goes here
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EXPORT - IMAGE

Image resolution for an electronic sign is dependent upon the total number of pixels in the 
image. In the print realm, resolution is dependent upon the DPI (dots per inch) or PPI (pixels 
per inch). This number has little to no impact when displaying images on your sign. A standard 
screen resolution of 72 dpi is sufficient. Instead, you want at least as many pixels in your image 
as you have in your sign. More pixels in the image means you will be able to crop more tightly 
without losing image quality. In your images, MEGA LED recommends at least five times the 
number of pixels as your sign size in both height and width for optimum image quality.

FILE FORMATS

Still images can be imported as BMP (bitmap), JPG (jpeg), GIF, or files. Also, keep in mind that 
they must be in RGB color format, not CMYK.

What is DPI, PPI?

Export File Format

ADOBE
ILLUSTRATOR

http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator.html https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html

• File -> New
• Set the pixel units of your display
   (ex:180 pixels high x 450 pixels wide)

• Color Mode: RGB
• Set the Raster Effects to Screen (72 ppi).
    * NOTE: You can also create your content with Raster   
       Effects set to High (300 ppi) but change it at export so   
       the final file is the correct pixel size.

• Right click on the file.
• Select Properties .
• Click on the Details Tab.
• Verify the Dimensions and Resolution

• File -> Export
• Save as Type: JPEG (*.jpg)
• Select the Use Artboards checkbox.
• Click Save.
• In the JPEG Options Dialog Box, please 
use the following settings:
   * Color: Mode RGB
   *  Quality: 10/Maximum
   *  Resolution: Screen 72 ppi

• File -> New
• Set up the file using the pixel dimensions    
  of your display. (ex:180 pixels high x 450 pixels wide)

• Color Mode: RGB 8 bit
• Set the Raster Effects to Screen (72 ppi).
     * NOTE: You can create your file in higher than 72 ppi    
        resolution, but it will only display at 72 ppi on screen.

• Right click on the file.
• Select Properties .
• Click on the Details Tab.
• Verify the Dimensions and Resolution.

• File -> Save as
• Format: JPEG (*.jpg)
• Click Save.
• In the JPEG Options Dialog Box Select:
    * Image Quality: 12/Maximum
    * Format Options: Baseline (“Standard”)

SETTING UP A FILE

EXPORTING YOUR
COMPLETED FILE

CHECKING THE
PROPERTIES OF

YOUR FILE

ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP
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EXPORT - VIDEO

COMPOSITION SIZE

For optimum results create your compositions at least five times the sign’s height and width 
in pixels. For example, if you have a 48x112 sign you would want to create a composition at 
240x560. You could even go to 10 times if you have a smaller sign. The key is to go up in even 
increments of both the height and width of your sign.

When you import your imagery into MEGA Express software, you won’t have to worry about 
cropping or distortion. The image will be down-scaled perfectly to match your sign.

The same principle applies to video content as well. Most video content will either be shot in a 
4:3 (standard definition) ratio or a 16:9 (wide screen) ratio. Natively, each size will typically have 
plenty of resolution for your sign. However, if you decide to scale down the video content to 
save file size, keep in mind that you still want at least five times the number of pixels in each 
dimension of your sign.

FRAME RATES (for Video or Animated content)

For PREMIER 10mm Pitch series signs and less Pitch Modules,
create your content at 30 fps (frames per second).

For PREMIER 13.3/16/20mm Pitch series signs, create your content at 20 fps.

FILE FORMATS

Video and Animated content can be imported as MP4 or AVI files. When importing an AVI, make 
sure it is completely uncompressed (lacking any video codec). It is recommended to create all 
video and animation files with minimal compression for maximum image quality.

Export File Format

USABLE SOFTWARE

Premier Pro After Effect Flash / Animator Vegas Pro Final Cut Pro
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DYNAMIC CREATIVE SERVICES

Still want help? MEGA LED recognizes that many companies do not have the time or personnel to 
produce professional, eye catching creative content in-house. That’s where our Creative Services 
department steps in! With our intimate knowledge of your sign’s capabilities, we can tailor 
artwork specifically for you that will take maximum advantage of your MEGA LED investment. By 
following your existing brand image, MEGA LED’s Creative Services department will make every 
custom message blend seamlessly with your overall identity and marketing goals while keeping 
your sign’s content fresh and eye catching!

We offer a variety of artwork options ranging from individual message creation to establishing a 
monthly account. Take the time out of creating, scheduling and updating messages; MEGA LED 
is capable of completely managing the content of your sign per your scheduling instructions!

Consult your sign company or MEGA LED representative for more information regarding these 
exciting services. Let us maximize your investment!

CUSTOM CONTENT

* Contact us for Commercial Creative Services 



MEGA LED CREATIVE Team
Tel 213.746.7445

6500 Flotilla St., Commerce, California 90040
www.MEGASIGNINC.com

Questions should be forwarded to the :


